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Sole agencies:

There’s no friend like an old friend and
we’re reminded of that almost daily. 
We’ve been around so long that when

we attend race meetings or gatherings
of like-minded individuals like car shows,
that there’s always someone who wants
to have a catch-up chat. That often
includes reminding us about the old
days…of course I think we all tend to
look backwards with fondness,
remembering the good and forgetting
the bad!
Remarkably, one of the first

half-dozen customers who came

through the door at RGM over 25 years
ago, is still coming here. That makes us
very proud.
Talking about old ‘friends’, the 350Z 

is certainly one. It was amongst our
earliest Supercharged upgrades and we
went on to produce nearly 20 of them.
The lusty six-cylinder Zed has always
been well-suited to upgrading and we’re
still tweaking and supercharging them –
the current version makes 370kW when
we’re done, which is rather fitting!  

Rob Green
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PRODUCT FOCUS
YOUNG GUNS, 
HAVING SOME FUN

STAY FOCUSSED
A Focus RS is top of Ford’s hot
hatch performance tree and it
wants for very little – other than a
Techniflow exhaust. That’s why
we’ve built a full system for the
Frozen White example shown here,
unleashing significantly more
power. 
By the time you read this we will

have put the finishing touches to
the development – please call or
email us for further information
and final figures. 
What we can confirm right now

is that it gives it a rip-snorting
sound track! Listen to it here:
https://www.facebook.com/RGMoto
rsportSA/

INTO THE ZED ZONE
Nissan has just refreshed the 370Z,
the main visual clue being new
wheels, while under-the-skin
changes include a racy new clutch
for the six-speed manual. 
We already have one in for a

Stage One upgrade and what
better place to park it than on a
lift next to pre-facelift version, in
the ‘shop for a supercharger!
Which, in a rather neat twist,
thumps out 370kW. 
Check out our 370Z upgrade

menu on our website:
http://www.rgmotorsport.com/ind
ex.php/113-vehicles/nissan/333-niss
an-370z 

HAPPY CUSTOMER 
Vic Bronkhorst is a hardcore petrolhead: he owns 20 cars! 
While he’s a Chevy man when it comes to his collection of V8-engined Hot Rods,

he owns a Ford Mustang GT - which recently left our Strydom Park premises fitted
with a Stage One conversion.
“I’m very happy and the car is great!” says Vic, who hails from the far north of

Limpopo. “But I’m not surprised that I’m happy: Rob Green has been around for
too long to make a balls-up. I’m
definitely going to be heading back
to Strydom Park soon to add a
supercharger!” 
The relationship between Vic and

Rob goes back the best part of two
decades, when Vic brought his Avus
Blue E36 M3 in for an upgrade. He
still owns the car, complete with the
precision-made exhaust system which
RGMotorsport fitted to it in the
1990s. 

When it comes to the hot hatchling brigade,
Volkswagen’s Polo GTI has a reputation for
being a few degrees cooler than the rest. But
for R12 999, we can fix that. 
In our previous RGMPowered newsletter we noted

that getting exhaust gases out is key to unleashing
power, and this upgrade verifies the truth behind
that statement! The GTI 1.8-litre featured here has a
76mm Techniflow downpipe, the benefits of which
are maximised with our Plug-in Power Software (PPS). 
The results are impressive: on standard 95 octane,

the kilowatts climb from 141 to 165 and the torque
gains are equally impressive!  It now has 300-plus
Nm…310 to be exact, having started out with 250. 
There are some feisty hot hatchlings out there and

with this upgrade, the Polo GTI gets back on top of
things - while maintaining exceptional driveability in
all kinds of conditions. Watch the video here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4QLHUU_y_G0 



LIGHTEN UP
One of the quickest ways of
improving performance is to go on
a diet. And with modern seats
weighing 20 to 30 kilograms, our
ultralight Carbon Fibre seats –
which weigh in a just 3.8 kilograms
each - are a great way to shed
some pounds. Jason Strydom
bought two of them from us for his
racy Fiesta and being an expert
welder and fabricator, he came up
with a custom mounting solution of

his own. 
We currently only offer a
mounting solution for the
Golf7 (incuding R and GTI)
but are investigating
fitment to other vehicles
in the VAG family. 

Our Torque dealer network is
growing and growing and we’ll
soon be nationwide.  Find the one
nearest to you on our website:
http://www.rgmotorsport.com/inde
x.php/9-pages/397-torque 

We're proud to do business with the following partners: Stigworx, BMW Car Club, Regent Racing, Toyota Club SA, Subaru SA, Unichip-Q, Vari brakes, Technizone, Novatune,
Eibach suspension, Roadworx, RMI, AA, Dent Express, A-Line Wheels, Drift Innovation, VPS Midrand, Glutek, Indyoil, Ohlins, Sajco, Cazz Mania Signs and Fox Suspension.

IN FOCUS: C63
TUNE IN – AT 320 KM/H!
Novatune’s German engineering continues to make waves globally and
we’re proud to represent them locally. 
One of the most exciting developments is that their chip tuning solution for the

Mercedes-Benz C63 twin turbo - which pushes output from 375 to 450 kW, with
torque leaping to 840Nm from 700) – has been enhanced
The latest trick from Novatune’s engineers

enables us to override the road speed
governor...and move it up to 320
km/h. That’s awesome news for
owners of Benz’s V8
super-sedan and bad news for
owners of many supercars.

Just plug it in, and plug it out...


